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Abstract
This paper discusses an optimization method called Modified Bee Colony al-
gorithm (MBC) based on a particular intelligent behavior of honeybee swarms.
The algorithm was checked in a few benchmarks like Shekel, Rozenbroke, Him-
melblau and Rastrigin functions, then was applied to parameter identification
for reactive flow problems in periodic porous media. The simulation results
show that the performance and efficiency of MBC algorithm are comparable
to the other parameter identification methods and strategies, at the same time
it is able to better capture local minima for the considered class of problems.
The proposed identification approach is applicable for different geometries (ran-
dom and periodic) and for a range of process parameters. In this paper the
potential of the approach is demonstrated in identifying parameters of Lang-
muir isotherm for low Peclet and high Damkoler numbers reactive flow in a 2D
periodic porous media with circular inclusions. Finite element approximation
in space and implicit time discretization are exploited.
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1. Introduction
Among the tasks of continuous finite-dimensional optimization, the most im-
portant from a practical point of view and, at the same time, the most difficult
is the class of problems of global optimization. Methods for solving the global
optimization problem are divided into deterministic stochastic and heuristic
methods. Heuristic methods are a relatively new and rapidly developing class
of global optimization methods. Among these methods, evolutionary and be-
havioral methods stand out. Behavioral methods are multiagent methods based
on modeling the intellectual behavior of agent colonies (swarm intelligence). In
nature, such an intelligence is possessed by groups of social insects, for example,
termite colonies, ants, bees, and some species of wasps. The dynamics of the
population of social insects is determined by the interactions of insects with
each other, as well as with the environment. These interactions are carried out
through various chemical or physical signals, for example, pheromones secreted
by ants.
Swarm intelligence has become a research interest to many research scientists
of related fields since 2005. In general, there is quite a lot of modifications of
the algorithm. First of all, the Bees algoritm starts by Pham, Ghanbarzadeh
et al. in 2005 [1, 2]. It mimics the food foraging behaviour of honey bee
colonies. More about effectiveness and specific abilities of this algorithm have
been proven in the following papers [3, 4, 5]. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)
algorithm was introduced by Karaboga in 2005 [6]. This algorithm is a swarm
based meta-heuristic algorithm. More about this algorithm like performance and
convergence can be found in the following papers [7, 8]. The main difference
of ABC from usual Bee Colony algorithm is that bees can leave their region if
there is not enough nectar. This can be very useful when looking for a global
extremum: the algorithm can converge much faster. The undoubted advantage
of this algorithms is that it can be generalized to problems of any dimension,
also it can be easily be run in parallel on supercomputers.
In this work we will use Modified Bee Colony algorithm (MBC) because the
ABC is suitable only for finding a global extremum, in our problem, due to
noise in the experimental data, local extremums can occur and it is important
for us to know their coordinates. Therefore, MBC algorithm is more preferable
to us as a tool. The difference from usual Bee Colony is that if we are unable
to improve our found extremum for some time, we shrink the local search area.
To evaluate the operation of the algorithm written in the Python, test runs
were carried out to find global and local minimums on well-known test functions.
Despite the fact that all the functions below are generalized for the multidimen-
sional case, in this work we will run our program only for the two-dimensional
case, since the algorithm itself can easily be rewritten for any dimensions, and
in the two-dimensional case it is easier to clearly demonstrate the operation of
the algorithm itself. As benchmark problems were choosen Shekel, Rosenbrock,
Himmelblau and Rastrigin functions.
The reactive transport in porous media is important component of many
industrial and environmental problems like water purification, soil pollution
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and remediation, catalytic filters, CO2 storage, oil recovery, etc., to name just a
few. Historically, most of the theoretical and experimental research on transport
in porous media in general, and on reactive transport in particular, has been
carried out at macroscopic Darcy scale [9, 10]. In many cases, the bottleneck
in performing computational modeling of reactive transport is the absence of
data for the pore scale adsorption and desorption rate (or in more general, the
parameters of the heterogeneous reactions). Despite the progress in developing
devices to perform experimental measurements at the pore–scale, experimental
characterization of these rates is still a very challenging task.
In the case of heterogeneous (surface) reactions at pore scale, the species
transport is coupled to surface reaction via boundary conditions. When the
reaction rates are not known, their identification falls into the class of boundary
value inverse problems, [11, 12, 13, 14]. The additional information which is
needed to identify the parameters is often provided in form of dynamic change
of the concentration at the outlet (e.g., so called breakthrough curves). In
the literature, inverse problems for porous media flow are discussed mainly in
connection with parameter identification for macroscopic, Darcy scale problems.
An overview on inverse problems in groundwater Darcy scale modeling can be
found in [15]. Identification of parameters for pore scale models is discussed in
this paper, and the algorithms from [15] and other papers discussing parameter
identification at macroscale can not be applied here without modification. Let
us shortly mention some general approaches for solving inverse problems.
Different algorithms can be applied for solving parameter identification prob-
lems, see, e.g. [16, 17]. Many of the algorithms exploit deterministic methods
based on Tikhonov regularization technique [18, 19] and target at minimizing a
functional of the difference between measured and computed quantities. An im-
portant part of such algorithms is the definition of feasible set of parameters on
which the functional is minimized. Local or global optimization procedures are
used in the optimization [20, 21]. In this sense it could be pointed out that there
is certain similarity between the mathematical formulation of an optimization
problem and of a parameter identification one.
Stochastic-deterministic methods are also popular approach for solving pa-
rameter identification problems. A variant of the method based on deterministic
sampling of points looks appropriate for the topic considered here. A stochastic
approach for global optimization in its simplest form consists only of a ran-
dom search and it is called Pure Random Search [22]. In this case the residual
functional is evaluated at randomly chosen points from the feasible set. Sobol
sequences [23, 24] can be used for sampling. The sensitivity analysis tool SALib
[25] has shown to be appropriate tool for this. Such an approach is successfully
used, for example, in multicriteria parameter identification [26].
The solution of the inverse problems we are interested in, is composed of two
ingredients: (multiple) solution of the direct (called also forward) problem, and
the parameter identification algorithm.
The goal of this paper is to contribute to the understanding of the formu-
lation and the solution of a class of parameter identification problems for pore
scale reactive transport in the case when the measured concentration of the
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specie at the outlet of the domain is provided as extra information in order to
carry out the identification procedure. Deterministic and stochastic parameter
identification approaches are considered. The influence of the noise in the mea-
surements on the accuracy of the identified parameters is discussed. Multistage
identification procedure is suggested for the considered class of problems. The
proposed identification approach is applicable for different geometries (random
and periodic) and for a range of process parameters. In this paper the potential
of the approach is demonstrated in identifying parameters of Langmuir isotherm
for low Peclet and low Damkoler numbers reactive flow in a 2D periodic porous
media with circular inclusions. It is supposed that this paper is the first one in
series of papers dedicated to this topic. Simulation results for random porous
media and other regime parameters are subject of follow up papers.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The Modified Bee Colony
Algorithm is described in detail in Section 2. The direct problem is considered
in Section 3. At pore scale, single phase laminar flow described by incompress-
ible Stokes equations, and solute transport described by convection-diffusion
equation, are considered. The surface reaction is accounted in the boundary
conditions. Henry and Langmuir adsorption isotherms are considered here [27],
identification is carried out for adsorption and desorption parameters in the
Langmuir isotherm. Section 4 is dedicated to description of the used compu-
tational algorithm. Finite element method is exploited after triangulation of
the computational domain. The numerical investigation of the grid convergence
and sensitivity with respect to parameters is also presented in this Section. The
set up of the parameter identification problem for reactive flow in porous media
is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results presented in
this paper.
2. Bee Colony Algorithms
2.1. Modified Bee Colony Algorithm
In this work we will use Modified Bee Colony algorithm (MBC) because the
ABC is suitable only for finding a global extremum, in our problem, due to
noise in the experimental data, local extremums can occur and it is important
for us to know their coordinates. Therefore, MBC algorithm is more preferable
to us as a tool. The difference from usual Bee Colony is that if we are unable to
improve our found extremum for some time, we shrink the local search area. Let
us describe the idea of this algorithm. There are scout bees sb that do random
searches. After exploring the area, judging by the amount of nectar found, the
area is divided into several local areas. The first n areas are called the best
locations to which more agent bees abb are sent, to the remaining locations less
agent bees abp are sent. All bees working in their locations can search around
their area to increase the amount of nectar. If the bees cannot improve the
result for a certain time τ , then they narrow their search.
In general, our implementation of the algorithm requires 8 control parame-
ters, including
4
- best locations n
- perspective locations m
- half side of local area d
- Euclidean distance value δ
- number of scout bees sb
- number of agent bees at the best locations abb
- number of agent bees on perspective locations abp
- parameter of the number of iterations during which it will not be possible
to improve the result, after which the zone will decrease τ
The algorithm is listed below:
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Algorithm 1: Modified Bee Colony algorithm
Initialization of scout bees;
Sort them by nectar value;
Calculating the Euclid distance and divide into regions;
for Check all regions do
if Iteration counter ¿= Maximum iteration then
Break;
end
Set initial extremum;
Set divider to zero;
Set local search area size;
Initialize local area where extremum is in the center;
while Until converge do
Iteration counter += 1 ;
Initialize agent bees;
Sort them by feed value;
if New found extremum is better than previous one then
Change extremum to new one;
Move local search area to the new extremum;
Set fail = 0 ;
else
fail += 1 ;
end
if fail == stop fail then
Set fail = 0 ;
Set divider += 2;
Shrink local search area divider times;
if Euclid distance through founded extremums ¡= ε then
Break;
end
end
if Iteration counter == Maximum iteration then
Break;
end
end
end
for All regions do
Print found extremum coordinates and values
end
2.2. Benchmark problems
To evaluate the operation of the algorithm written in the Python, test runs
were carried out to find global and local minimums on well-known test functions.
Despite the fact that all the functions below are generalized for the multidimen-
sional case, in this work we will run our program only for the two-dimensional
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case, since the algorithm itself can easily be rewritten for any dimensions, and
in the two-dimensional case it is easier to clearly demonstrate the operation of
the algorithm itself.
• Shekel function. Multidimensional, multimodal, continuous, determinis-
tic function commonly used as a test function for testing optimization
techniques [28].
• Rosenbrock function. Non-convex function, introduced by Howard H.
Rosenbrock in 1960 [29], which is used as a performance test problem
for optimization algorithms. The global minimum is inside a long, nar-
row, parabolic shaped flat valley. To find the valley is trivial. To converge
to the global minimum, however, is difficult.
• Himmelblau function. Multi-modal function, used to test the performance
of optimization algorithms. The locations of all the minima can be found
analytically. However, because they are roots of cubic polynomials, when
written in terms of radicals, the expressions are somewhat complicated.
The function is named after David Mautner Himmelblau, who introduced
it [30].
• Rastrigin function. Non-convex, non-linear multimodal function. It was
first proposed by Rastrigin [31] as a 2-dimensional function and has been
generalized by Rudolph [32]. The generalized version was popularized
by Hoffmeister and Ba¨ck [33] and Mu¨hlenbein et al [34]. Finding the
minimum of this function is a fairly difficult problem due to its large
search space and its large number of local minima.
Figure 1: 3D plot of Shekel function Figure 2: Result of ABC algorithm
7
Figure 3: 3D plot of Rosenbrock function Figure 4: Result of ABC algorithm
Figure 5: 3D plot of Himmelblau function Figure 6: Result of ABC algorithm
Figure 7: 3D plot of Rastrigin function Figure 8: Result of ABC algorithm
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The definitions for each function you can see in table 1. The 3D plots of each
functions you can see in Figs. 1, 3, 5, 7. The operation of the algorithm can
be seen in the Figs. 2, 4, 6, 8. The light blue spots means processed points, red
stars indicate the extremum found in each locations. The functions of Shekel
and Himmelblau are quite simple in terms of finding extrema, so the number of
the best locations and perspective locations in total were chosen exactly to the
number of extrema. Since the functions of Rosenbrock and Rastrigin are rather
complex functions, despite the fact that they have only one global minimum,
we gave the algorithm to work out more locations to increase probability of
success. Also, it is extremely important for us to control the Number of Function
Evaluations (NFE), because for our main problem, which is described in the next
section, computing many direct problems is expensive. The list of minimums
and program results can be found in table 2. As you can see, the algorithm
works fine in all benchmarks. All plots in this article built using the matplotlib
library [35].
3. Mathematical model
In this work, we will use absolutely the same mathematical model which
described in our previous work [36], where we investigate diffusion dominated
case, where our Damko¨ler numbers are small. At this work, we will deal with
reaction dominated case, where we will have big Damko¨ler numbers and in this
situation, finding a minimum can be difficult. For simplicity of analysis we will
consider the porous media as periodically arranged circles in two dimensional
case. Scheme of the domain is shown on Fig.9. Due to the periodicity, we will
only generate a computational grid from a segment of the entire domain which
marked with a red rectangle on Fig.9. A part of the domain, namely Ωf is
occupied by a fluid, while the other part is occupied be the obstacles Ωs. The
obstacle surfaces (where the reaction occurs) are denoted by Γs, while symmetry
lines are denoted by Γsim. It is supposed that dissolved substance is introduced
via the inlet boundary Γin, and the part of the substance which did not react
flows out via Γout. Since the adsorption reaction occurs only on the surface of
obstacles, the computational domain consists only of Ωf .
3.1. Flow problem
The flow in the pores described here by the steady state incompressible
Stokes equations:
∇p− µ∇2u = 0, (1)
∇ · u = 0, x ∈ Ωf , t > 0, (2)
where u(x) and p(x) are the fluid velocity and pressure, respectively, while
µ > 0 and ρ > 0 are the viscosity and the density, which we assume to be
constants [9, 37].
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Ωf Ωs ΓsΓin Γsim Γout
x1
x2
Figure 9: Sketch of the pore scale domain
Denote by n the outer normal vector to the boundary. Suitable boundary
conditions on ∂Ωf are specified. The velocity of the fluid u¯ is prescribed at the
inlet
u · n = u¯, u× n = 0, x ∈ Γin. (3)
At the outlet, pressure and absence of tangential force are prescribed
p− σn · n = p¯, σn× n = 0, x ∈ Γout. (4)
Standard no-slip and no-penetration conditions are prescribed on the solid walls:
u · n = 0, u× n = 0, x ∈ Γs. (5)
Symmetry conditions are prescribed on the symmetry boundary of the compu-
tational domain:
u · n = 0, σn× n = 0, x ∈ Γsim. (6)
3.2. Species Transport
The concentration of the solute in the fluid is denoted by c(x, t). The un-
steady solute transport in absence of homogeneous reactions is governed by
convection diffusion equation
∂c
∂t
+∇(uc)−D∇2c = 0, x ∈ Ωf , t > 0, (7)
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where D > 0 is the solute diffusion coefficient which is assumed to be scalar and
constant.
The concentration of the solute at the inlet is assumed to be known:
c(x, t) = c¯, x ∈ Γin, (8)
where c¯ > 0 is assumed to be constant. Zero diffusive flux of the solute at the
outlet and on the external boundaries of the domain is prescribed as follows:
D∇c · n = 0, x ∈ Γsim ∪ Γout. (9)
Note that convective flux via the outlet is implicitly allowed by the above equa-
tions. The surface reactions that occur at the obstacles’ surface Γs satisfy the
mass conservation law, in this particular case meaning that the change in ad-
sorbed surface concentration is equal to the flux from the fluid to the surface.
This is described as
∂m
∂t
= −D∇c · n, x ∈ Γs, (10)
where m is the surface concentration of adsorbed solute [27]. A mixed ki-
netic–diffusion adsorption description is used:
∂m
∂t
= f(c,m). (11)
For reactive boundaries, the choice of f and its dependence on c and m is
critical for a correct description of the reaction dynamics at the solid–fluid
interface. A number of different isotherms (i.e., different functions f(c,m))
exist for describing these dynamics, dependent on the solute attributes, the
order of the reaction, and the interface type.
The simplest of these is the Henry isotherm, which assumes a linear rela-
tionship between the near surface concentration and the surface concentration
of the adsorbed particles, and takes the form
f(c,m) = kac− kdm, (12)
Here ka ≥ 0 is the rate of adsorption, measured in unit length per unit time,
and kd ≥ 0 is the rate of desorption, measured per unit time. This isotherm
we used in our previous work in diffusion dominated case investigation [36]. In
this work we use the Langmuir adsorption isotherm which is more complicated,
three parameter model:
f(c,m) = kac
(
1− m
m∞
)
− kdm. (13)
Here m∞ > 0 is the maximal possible adsorbed surface concentration. In com-
parison to the Henry isotherm (12), the Langmuir isotherm (13) predicts a
decrease in the rate of adsorption as the adsorbed concentration increases due
to the reduction in available adsorption surface.
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The formulation of the initial – boundary value problem in addition to the
governing equations (1), (2), (7), boundary conditions (3)–(6), (8)–(11), and
specified isotherm (12) or (13), requires specification of initial conditions:
u(x, 0) = u¯(x), x ∈ Ωf ,
c(x, 0) = c0(x), x ∈ Ωf . (14)
m(x, 0) = m0(x), x ∈ Γs. (15)
3.3. Dimensionless form of the equations
When a problem like the above one need to be solved for a range of param-
eters (what is our goal here), working with dimensionless form of the equations
give definitive advantages. For the dimensionless variables (velocity, pressure,
concentration) below, the same notations are used as for the dimensional ones.
The height of the computational domain Ωf , namely l, is used for scaling spatial
sizes, the scaling of the velocity is done by the inlet velocity u¯, and the scaling
of the concentration is done by the inlet concentration c¯.
The Stokes Eq.(3) and its boundary conditions in dimensionless remain un-
changed, keeping mind that in this case they are written with respect to dimen-
sionless velocity and pressure, and considering the dimensionless viscosity to be
equal to one.
In dimensionless form Eq. (7) reads
∂c
∂t
+∇(uc)− 1
Pe
∇2c = 0, x ∈ Ωf , t > 0, (16)
where
Pe =
lu¯
D
is the Peclet number.
Further on, Eq. (8) is transformed into
c = 1, x ∈ Γin, (17)
while the boundary condition (9) take the form
∇c · n = 0, x ∈ Γsim ∪ Γout. (18)
The dimensionless form of Eq.(10) is given by
∂m
∂t
= −∇c · n, x ∈ Γs, (19)
where m is scaled as follows:
m¯ = lc¯.
In dimensionless form the adsorption relations, in the case of Henry isotherm,
are written as follows
∂m
∂t
= Daac−Dadm, x ∈ Γs, (20)
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where the adsorption and desorption Damkoler numbers are given by
Daa =
ka
u¯
, Dad =
kdl
u¯
.
In the case when we consider Langmuir isotherm, (11), (13), the following di-
mensionless relation is used
∂m
∂t
= Daac
(
1− m
M
)
−Dadm, x ∈ Γs, (21)
where the dimensionless parameter M is given by
M =
m∞
lc¯
.
4. Numerical solution of the direct problem
Finite Element Method, FEM, is used for space discretization of the above
problem, together with implicit discretization in time. The algorithm used here
for solving the direct problem is practically identical of the algorithm used to
study oxidation in [38].
4.1. Geometry and grid
The computational domain is a rectangle with a dimensionless height of
x2 = 1 and dimensionless length of x1 = 17.5, in which ten half cylinders are
embedded. The distance between the centers of the cylinders in x1 direction is
1.5 dimensionless units, the radius of cylinders is 0.4 dimensionless units.
The computational domain Ωf is triangulated using the grid generator Gmsh
(website gmsh.info) [39]. The script for preparing the geometry is written in
Python. A demonstration of the computational grid is shown in Fig.10.
Figure 10: Computational mesh.
4.2. Computation of steady state single phase fluid flow
One way coupling is considered here. The fluid flow influences the species
transport, but there is no back influence of the species concentration on the fluid
flow. Based on this, the flow is computed in advance. The FEM approximation
of the steady state flow problem [40] is based on variational formulation of the
considered boundary value problem (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6). The following
functional space V is defined for the velocity u (u ∈ V ):
V = {v ∈H1(Ω) : u · n = 1, u× n = 0 on Γin,
u = 0 on Γs, u · n = 0 on Γsim}.
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Test function v ∈ Vˆ , where
Vˆ = {v ∈H1(Ωf ) : u = 0 on Γin, u = 0 on Γs, u · n = 0 on Γsim}.
For the pressure p and the related test functions q, it is required that p, q ∈ Q,
where
Q = {g ∈ L2(Ωf ) : q = 0 on Γout}.
Let us multiply Eq.(1) by v, Eq.(2) by q, and integrate over the computa-
tional domain. Taking into account the boundary conditions (3), (4), (5), (6),
the following system of equations is obtained with respect to v ∈ V , q ∈ Q
a(u,v)− b(v, p) = 0 ∀v ∈ Vˆ , (22)
b(u, q) = 0 ∀q ∈ Q. (23)
Here
a(u,v) :=
∫
Ωf
∇u · ∇v dx,
b(v, p) :=
∫
Ωf
(∇ · v)q dx.
For the FEM approximation of the velocity, the pressure, and the respective
test functions, the following finite dimensional subspaces are selected Vh ⊂ V ,
Vˆh ⊂ Vˆ and Qh ⊂ Q. Taylor-Hood P2 − P1 elements [41] are used here. These
are continuous P2 Lagrange elements for the velocity components and continuous
P1 Lagrange elements for the pressure field. The computations are carried out
using the computing platform for partial differential equations FEniCS (website
fenicsproject.org) [42, 43].
Figure 11: Velocity field by X direction.
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Figure 12: Velocity field by Y direction.
Figure 13: Pressure field.
As mentioned above, mainly slow flows are of interest for the current study,
therefore the basic considered variant is characterized by Re = 1. Convergence
of the solution with respect to refinement of the grid is illustrated on Fig.14.
Convergence of the solution with respect to time step is illustrated on Fig.15.
We have used three computational grids: basic grid with 18743 nodes and 35958
triangles, coarse grid with 4760 nodes and 8754 triangles and fine grid with 72745
nodes and 142460 triangles. From the results, it can be concluded that the
coarse grid provides good enough accuracy for the numerical solution. Taking
into account that we will solve a lot of direct problems, it was decided to conduct
research on a coarse grid.
Before starting work, it was decided to conduct research on the parameters,
namely:
• Pe = [1, 10, 100]
• Daa = [50, 100, 200]
• Dad = [0.5, 1, 2]
• M∞ = [100, 1000, 100000]
The results illustrated on Figs.16,17,18,19. The curve in these figures is a break-
through curve which describes how much solute has crossed the outflow bound-
ary and it is given by
cout(t) =
∫
Γout
c(x, t)dx∫
Γout
dx
. (24)
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Figure 14: Research on computational grids
of different densities.
Figure 15: Research on different time steps.
Figure 16: Research on different Peclet num-
bers.
Figure 17: Study on different maximum con-
centrations adsorbed on the surface.
Figure 18: Research on different Damko¨ler
numbers for adsorption.
Figure 19: Research on different Damko¨ler
numbers for desorption.
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4.3. Simulation of reactive transport
The unsteady species transport problem (16), (15), (17)– (19) is solved nu-
merically using standard Lagrangian P1 finite elements. Let us define
S = {s ∈ H1(Ωf ) : q = 1 on Γin},
Sˆ = {s ∈ H1(Ωf ) : q = 0 on Γin}.
The approximate solution c ∈ S is sought from(
∂c
∂t
, s
)
+ d(c, s) =
(
∂m
∂t
, s
)
s
∀s ∈ Sˆ, (25)
where the following notations are used
d(c, s) := −
∫
Ωf
cu · ∇s dx+ 1
Pe
∫
Ωf
∇c · ∇s dx+
∫
Γout
(u · n)cs dx,
(ϕ, s)s := −
∫
Γs
ϕs dx.
For determining m ∈ G = L2(Γs) (see (11)) we use(
∂m
∂t
, g
)
s
− (f(c,m), g)s = 0, g ∈ G. (26)
The discretization in time is based on symmetric discretization (Crank–Nicolson
method), which is second order accurate (see, e.g., [44, 45]. Let τ be a step-size
of a uniform grid in time such that cn = c(tn), tn = nτ, n = 0, 1, ....
Eq.(25) is approximated in time as follows(
cn+1 − cn
τ
, s
)
+ d
(
cn+1 + cn
2
, s
)
=
(
mn+1 −mn
τ
, s
)
s
.
Similarly, for (26) we get(
mn+1 −mn
τ
, g
)
s
−
(
f
(
cn+1 + cn
2
,
mn+1 +mn
2
)
, g
)
s
= 0, n = 0, 1, ...,
In the considered here case, zero initial conditions are posed
c0 = 0, x ∈ Ωf ,
m0 = 0, x ∈ Γs.
Species concentration at different time moments are shown on Fig.20.
Sensitivity study is carried out in order to see how the change of different
parameters leads to change of the breakthrough curves. Such sensitivity studies
are often first stage for optimization or parameter identification procedures. The
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dependence of the average outlet concentration from Peclet number is shown on
Fig.16.
The rate of adsorption is characterized by Daa. The influence of this pa-
rameter on the outlet concentration is illustrated on Fig.18. Increasing Daa, as
expected, leads to more intensive adsorption and larger amount of the deposited
substance. The influence of the parameter Dad on the outflow concentration is
illustrated on Fig.19.
Henry isotherm usually describes well the initial stages of the adsorption.
In cases when only a limited mass can be adsorbed at a surface, Langmuir
isotherm should be used to reflect the decay of the adsorption rate close to the
saturation. In this case an additional parameter appears, namely M (see (21)).
The influence of M on the average output concentration is shown on Fig.17.
a
b
c
Figure 20: Species concentration at different dimensionless time moments: a — t = 450 , b
— t = 900, c — t = 1800
5. Numerical solution of the inverse problem in reaction dominated
case
Consider an inverse problem for determining unknown adsorption rate (so
called parameter identification problem). As a function which we want to min-
imize, we choose the functional of the residual which is given by
J(Daa,Dad,M∞) =
∫ T
0
(cout(t)− ĉ(t))2dt, (27)
where ĉ(t) is a breakthrough curve from experimental set. The starting point
is monitoring of the difference (residual) between the measured ̂cout(t) and the
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computed cout(t) average outflow concentration for different values of the pa-
rameters Daa, Dad and M∞ in Langmuir isotherm Eq.(21).
5.1. Deterministic approach
Taking into account all the results shown in the figures above, it was decided
to use a grid with 4760 nodes and the following parameters: τ = 30,Pe =
10,Daa = 100,Dad = 1,M∞ = 1000. To evaluate the residual functional, we
decided to fix each of the three parameters and solve the functional values on
a uniform grid of 50 by 50 (see results on Figs. 21, 22, 23). Blue star is our
exact parameters location, red contour is an admissible set. As you can see,
our functional has a rather complex shape. In the case when we do not know
the location of exact parameters, in 3D case we must build uniform grid, for
example 50 by 50 by 50, which is equal to 125000 direct calculations of the
problem. Obviously, this strategy is very effective, simple, it is impossible to
make a mistake with it, but almost always it is a quite expensive for calculation.
We made this investigations only to see the form of our functional, because, first
of all, this work is devoted to the operation of the bee colony algorithm.
Figure 21: Calculations for fixed Daa
Figure 22: Calculations for fixed Dad
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Figure 23: Calculations for fixed M
5.2. Modified Bee Colony Algorithm
Let’s take the parameters: Daa = 100, Dad = 1, M∞ = 1000 as the exact
solution that we will try to identify. We will assume that the Peclet number is
known and equal to 10. Specifically, to show the behavior of the algorithm with
various input parameters, we will run the algorithm two times with different
sets of parameters:
I: n = 1, m = 2, dx = 1.5, dy = 0.015, dz = 5, δ = 1, sb = 20, abb = 20,
abp = 5, τ = 3;
II: n = 2, m = 5, dx = 1.5, dy = 0.015, dz = 5, δ = 1, sb = 200, abb = 50,
abp = 40, τ = 5.
X axis — parameter Daa = [60, 140], Y axis — parameter Dad = [0, 2], Z
axis — parameter M∞ = [800, 1200].
At the end of the algorithm, the following results were obtained:
For parameter set I:
J(125.8217,1.2586,1002.1758) = 0.0087
J(129.8189,1.3040,1045.4760) = 0.0466
J(128.2248,1.2780,967.3870) = 0.0517
J(100.6993,1.0117,1051.8844) = 0.0615
Total direct problem computing (times): 2080
For parameter set II:
J(92.7936, 0.9277, 997.6068) = 0.00129
J(83.3579, 0.8331, 994.8119) = 0.0030
J(101.6545, 1.0166, 1000.0540) = 0.0042
J(136.4043, 1.3656, 1011.4730) = 0.0057
J(117.6360, 1.1779, 1014.2707) = 0.0112
J(108.3891, 1.0849, 1011.3793) = 0.0118
J(86.7377, 0.8657, 980.6640) = 0.0183
Total direct problem computing (times): 12300
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The execution time of the algorithm is skipped because it depends on the
computer and cost of the direct problem. As mentioned above, the number of
direct problem evaluations is important to us. The quantity depends on the
input parameters, so you can adjust the parameters depending on the compu-
tational cost of the direct problem and available computational power. Check
Fig.24 to see the results of 3D problem. One more way to decrease the number
of direct problem evaluation is to increase stop criteria parameter. On all of our
calculations it is set as 10e-8.
a b
Figure 24: Results of the algorithm: a — parameter set I, b — parameter set II.
We compared the resulting extremums from both parameter sets with our
exact solution and get following results: 0.0128% and 0.0018% of relative er-
ror for first coordinate in I and II parameter sets respectively. Of course, in
some cases solving even 2080 direct problems is already expensive. So, you can
increase the stop criteria parameter as noted above and you can significantly
reduce number of direct problem evaluation. For example, the following param-
eter set n = 1, m = 2, dx = 1.5, dy = 0.015, dz = 5, δ = 1, sb = 20, abb = 20,
abp = 5, τ = 3 was launched with stop criteria equal to 10e-3 and we get the
following results:
J(126.1104, 1.2867, 1151.4495) = 0.3617
J(104.8607, 1.0383, 991.0511) = 7.5122
J(117.2133, 1.1463, 927.1145) = 7.5122
Total direct problem computing (times): 205
We compared the resulting extremum with the coordinates (126.1104, 1.2867,
1151.4495) with our exact solution and got a relative error in 0.626% which is
a pretty good result at a fairly low price.
The formula by which the relative error was calculated:
Erel = ‖cout − ĉout‖2‖ĉout‖2 =
√∑Nt
i=0(ci − ĉi)2√∑Nt
i=0 ĉi
2
, (28)
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where Nt — the count of the time intervals, ĉout — our exact solution (data
from experiments).
5.3. Experiments with diffusion dominated case
Nevertheless, despite the fact that the whole article is aimed at studying the
reaction dominated case, we want to conduct a small analysis of the diffusion
dominated case. You can read more about this case in our previous articles
[36, 46]. Let us recall key points from that work. We investigated the diffusion
dominated case (see Fig.25), when the reaction rates were small, thus there
were few time layers: T = 40 in dimensionless time, small time step τ = 0.1.
We implemented many different methods for identifying the parameters, such
as deterministic approach, statistical parameter identification and multistage
parameter identification.
In this section we show the results of the algorithm in diffusion dominated
case and Henry isotherm. X axis — parameter Daa = [0, 0.01], Y axis —
parameter Dad = [0, 0.1] Exact parameters, which we will try to identify: Daa =
0.005, Dad = 0.05.
The algorithm was launched with the following parameters: n = 2, m = 3,
dx = 0.0002, dy = 0.002, δ = 0.002, sb = 20, abb = 20, abp = 10, τ = 3.
We got following results:
J(0.0050001, 0.049995) = 2.79961e-05
J(0.0050081, 0.050061) = 0.000768
J(0.0050086, 0.049906) = 0.000947
J(0.0049929, 0.049853) = 0.001008
J(0.0050096, 0.050515) = 0.002408
Total direct problem computing (times): 1720
Figure 25: Diffusion dominated case
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Figure 26: 2 best and 3 perspective loca-
tions.
Figure 27: 1 best location.
For this case, we specially took 2 best locations and 3 perspective ones to
show how the bee colonies all converge on one point. As you can see in Fig.26
all the bees merged into one point. The number of direct problem evaluations is
also not so big. For this case, the functional we have has a good smooth shape,
and we have only one global extremum. If we have such a priori information
about functional, then we can run our algorithm with the condition that there
is only 1 best location and 0 perspective locations, other parameters are the
same. For 1 best location we got following result:
J(0.0050001, 0.0499864) = 6.4601e-05
Total direct problem computing (times): 220
The algorithm gives us the exact coordinates of the extremum with substan-
tially small numbers of direct problem evaluations (see Fig.27). At the same
time, now it looks more like a multistage parameter identification.
6. Conclusion
The Modified Bee Colony Algorithm for identification of unknown adsorp-
tion and desorption rates in Langmuir isotherm are presented in conjunction
with pore scale simulation of reactive flow. Simulation results show that MBC
algorithm can be efficiently employed to solve the multimodal engineering prob-
lems with high dimensionality.
1. The 2D mathematical model of the direct problem includes steady state
Stokes equations, and convection–diffusion equation supplemented with
Robin type boundary conditions accounting for adsorption and desorption.
Langmuir isotherm describe the kinetics. A simple pore scale geometry
described by periodic arrangement of cylindrical obstacles, is considered
for illustration of the identification procedure. The key dimensionless
parameters are specified. The approach is applicable for wide range of
microgeometries and process parameters.
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2. The numerical solution is based on triangular grids and FEM with Taylor
and Hood elements. Spatial and temporal investigations are performed.
3. Mass transport is simulated for as given velocity field (one way coupling).
The numerical solution is based on FEM with piecewise linear elements.
Crank-Nikolson scheme is used in the time discretization. Sensitivity stud-
ies are carried out to investigate the influence of different parameters on
the reactive transport through the porous media.
4. The Modified Bee Colony Algorithm are presented and tested. A compar-
ative work is done with the previous work on the identification of param-
eters in diffusion dominated case.
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